THE FARNSWORTH HOUSE DONOR WALL

DONATIONS & IN-KIND GIFTS
JULY 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020

$10,000 and above
Craig Bergmann Landscape Design†
G. Carl Ball Family Foundation
Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts
Haworth-Cassina†
Illinois Arborist Association†
Illinois Arts Council
Illinois Department of Commerce
   & Economic Opportunity, Illinois Office of Tourism
Imperial Woodworking†
Knoll, Inc.†
National Trust for Historic Preservation, “Where Women Made
   History” Campaign
Rule29 Creative†
Tawani Foundation

$100 to $9999
Justin & Sarah Ahrens
Diane Barrowman & Dave Trollope
Bruno Mathsson International†
Robert Kleinschmidt, RK Design, Ltd.†
Landscape Forms, Inc.†
Matthew Rachman Gallery
National Trust for Historic Preservation, Historic Sites Fund
Carlos Quezada-Gomez
William Ruhl
Gordon and Carole Segal
Troscan Design + Furnishings
Von Dreehle-Freerksen Construction Co.†
Albert and Sharon Walavich
Walter E. Smithe Co.†
WRIGHT†

$100 to $999
Alice Adam Pado
Scott L. Anderson
Anonymous
Troy Bankord
Francis Beidler III and Prudence R. Beidler Foundation
Brian Bollenbacher
Philip Burton
Bob Davidson, DWH Studio, LLC†
Sylvain Desgroseilliers
Laurie Dittman
Frank Dyer
Bernardo Flores-Sahagan
William Forrest
Scott Franzen
Delph Gustitus
Joe Halbach
Gregory Hall
Stacy Hand†
Elaine and Kevin Harrington
Jessica Hibbard
Gary Hilbert
Scott Himmel
Kirk and Susan Jenkins
Richard Katz
Kramer Tree Specialists, Inc.†
Scott Langenburg
Deborah Lovely
Margaret and Larry Maciborka
Scott Mehaffey
Neil Nandi
Erik Nejman
Daniella Ohad
Margery Osborne
THE FARNSWORTH HOUSE DONOR WALL

Marcus Peter
Sophie Postif
Jan Rouse
Etsuko Sato
Bill and Chantal Shapiro
Stacey Sirow
Jack Smith†
Tangled Roots Brewery†
Lisa Trinley
Merri Van Dyke & Jim Bader
Virtue Cider†
Richard Ward
Waubonsee Community College†
Samantha Wesolowski
Wonderkind Studios†
Ernest C. Wong
Liz Zacze‡

DONATIONS & IN-KIND GIFTS
JULY 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019

$10,000 and above
Federation of German Industries, German Federal Foreign Office and Goethe-Institut
Illinois Arborist Association†
Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity, Illinois Office of Tourism
Knoll, Inc.†

$1000 to $9999
The Donnelley Foundation
Economy Iron†
Kendall County Forest Preserve District†

Kramer Tree Specialists†
Matthew Rachman Gallery†
National Trust for Historic Preservation, Historic Sites Fund
Penrose Brewing Company†
The Poetry Foundation†
Gordon and Carole Segal
Craig and Bette Williams

$100 to $999
Anonymous
Diane Barrowman and Dave Trollope
Prue and Frank Beidler
Linda Bierig
James Brewer
Philip Burton
Barbara C. Donnelley
David E. Donnelley
Friends of the Edwards House
Ann and John Grube
Alec Harris and Carolina Song
Kirk and Susan Jenkins
Richard Katz
Jae won Lee
Deborah Lovely
Ashley Lukasik
Margaret and Larry Maciborka
Scott Mehaffey†
Ann Merritt
Albert Walavich
Liz Zacze†

†Indicates in-kind gift